Mediterranean garden in Lumen Gallery in Kyoto 2018
Video exhibition
1.-EUCALIPTUS 2010 5: 12
The video with which initiates the exhibition, EUCALYPTUS have to understand him to way of metaphor, that serves to decode the rest of the works presented. The references to the vital
processes of regeneration expressed formally from a series of images in movement, in concrete some type of leaves of eucalyptus in contact with the water, accompanied of audible elements
like childish voices, what do is to convert the academic picture in a "theatre of life" where consummates a vital cycle with the processes by birth, life and renaissance. It is like giving a
new body to the two-dimensional space of a painting of dead natures and convert the motionless and static "vanitas" of the baroque in spaces-narrative times, full of morbidity, sensuality, and
even of brutality. A painting how a vital process in which the vertical fall of the water, to way of waterfall, contrasts with the movement of an explosion that so much can remember the
spectacle
of
some
artificial
fires
or
orgasm,
all
recorded
with
high
speed
but
visualised
a
lot
slowly.
... We have a balance between the formal qualities, discursive, poetic and aesthetic of the work. Bringing the shapes to a true level of visual paroxysm remit us of nine to the concept of
"sublime contemporary" in so much in which challenge the limits of the capacities and conceptual constraints and reveal the multiplicity and unsteadiness of the world that surrounds us.
Universe of visual enjoyment, a girl puts voice to characters in an imagined game, defining a fantastic space of reverie. He talks about the ritual of the union of plants and water, with the voice
of a girl who refers us to something familiar, atavistic, reveals itself as something mystical, since it contains these two elements, full of symbolism but also an action of absurd.
Voice: Djuna Lund Llopis
2.- ETC 2004 11: 48
in the litany with which in "Etcètera", with the background of a spectral forest, the artist evokes the name of women who - despite contributing their work and thought to the edification of
Western society - have been forgotten by the official story Undoubtedly, in this case, the presence of nature helps to cement an ethic of remembrance and dignifies the lives of those who have
been marginalized by an intentional amnesia.
Voices: Lydia Lunch&francesca Llopis
Piano: Lydia Lunch
3.- UDOLANIA 2006 05: 02
The moving images belong to the realm of metamorphoses, a swarm of symbolic mutations of nature and landscape where one has to look for the lost "aura", the strength of the first, which
makes the rocks of Cape Finisterre, Galicia,Spain, authentic cathedrals, where the howls ["udols"] in the night return nature to its original paradise.
Voice: Jaume Sisa

4.- HOMM 2004 04: 47
The figure, man, is the great absence of those images only inhabited by the being, under the dictation of a controlled automatism. Female image to open sex that represents that swirling water,
where the speed of the flow is higher than the speed of the image. In the midst of the rippled and uncontrolled whirlwinds an army of lampshades passes, like unmonitored pawns, "à la retraite",
celibate figures of a chessboard without squares, masculine counter-field of unnamed objects, ready-mades who undress the bride, that waterfall of unstoppable water, like the "Neuf moules
mâliques" of Duchamp's Great Glass.
Sound: Barbara Held
5.- SEA HORSES 2016 07: 36
A couple of seahorses dance through dream like landscapes of organic forms that interbreed and unfold to the rhythm of an incessant piano **. Nebulous images that inhabit a
timeless framework between our most intimate memories and the memories of the collective unconscious. Like pages of a book, in Seahorses the photographs taken by the same
artist take place in three trips that took her to places as disparate and distant as Galícia, Iceland and Brazil. Austerity of means that accentuates the rugged nature of whimsical
Music: Ginestarock formations sculpted during centuries that fuse the organic with the architectural. Scenes that make us think of ukiyo-e Music: Ginesta
6.- GON-NG 2016 08: 45
The conceptual support is a notebook. In this case what I have pointed out are images that appear as visions of a landscape to the East, reflecting a contemplative state that belongs
to the idiosyncrasy of this culture, and also to the urban activity that invades the day to day. The contrast of the images suggests a dynamic of dialogue in which nature has a
meaning that goes beyond biology, since sintoisme declares them sacred and, therefore, every living being is sanctified. Journey of sensations and states of the subconscious
Music: Barbara Held
7.- WHITE TEARS 2018 08: 10
this film is almost a declaration of principles of the process of my artistic activity. I am a painter and I create moving images from this base. I explore the different layers of landscapes
and memories with a syncopated rhythm in the link of the sequences. I am interested in the absolute uptake of the viwer, to provoke feelings intellectually that pass through the mind,
to penetrate into the deepest of the self and the body.Music: Barbara Held
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